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the spiritual successor to 2014's Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania, starring Varun Dhawan and Alia Bhatt, and tells the story. The film is set in 1971 India, where
people have begun to live in fear due to the problem of poisoning. In a dream, Shetar's wife (Lali Amrish), who lives on a farm by the ocean, is Shivalhari
Singh, a scientist who is looking for a way to stop the spread of dangerous chemicals in the air. During the search, he ends up in a refugee camp, where he

encounters vagrants, whom he calls runaway slaves. As investigations into his turbulent activities antagonize the locals, his enemies - policemen, drug fighters,
foreign intelligence agencies and others - launch an attack on him. When Shivalhara finally leaves the camp and leaves, he is confronted by Nalita, the sister

from whom he once rescued. Nalita pretends to be Shivalhar's assistant. He and Shallan arrive in the city of Ladakh. They meet with the Rajas of Ladakh and
learn that the Rajas are aware of strange phenomena occurring in the neighboring region of the Himalayas. After some disputes, the Rajas decide that Shivalhra

(and Shalomdas with him) should go to neighboring India, in the vicinity of the Sutlej River, where one of the famous Saunder Jalgan monasteries is located.
They provide him with two things: a sword and a bracelet. Shivalhhari's sword is used as a weapon in the real world, while the bracelet is traditionally used to

enter the spirit world to fight demons. Nalith takes Shallardas to the inhospitable town of Lahoul, where his father (Raghavendra Das) summons a demon.
Sword against the demon. The second half of the film shows Shallhardas fighting his pursuers. Realizing that they cannot defeat the demon, the Rajas offer him

to save them from the atrocity committed in the monastery. But at this time, Saint Nedavagari appears in the city, who tells Shallahhar about a magician who
lives in the neighboring Himalayan Valley (Saunder Gown) and has magical abilities that, according to her, can make Shalkardas stronger. She convinces

Shallardas to follow her and they find a magician named
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